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Abstract
In this paper, we present the Team’s Grimjack retrieval approaches for the Touché shared task on
Argument Retrieval for Comparative Questions. In total, we submit five runs that pursue the two main
objectives: favoring argumentative and high argument quality documents in the final ranking and
balancing stance-based exposure by ensuring an even ratio of pro and con arguments at top ranks.
Our results indicate that BM25 outperforms query likelihood ranking for initial passage retrieval and
that stance-based re-ranking can slightly improve a ranking effectiveness. For stance classification,
prompting the T0 zero-shot language model is the best-performing approach when considering all
available ground-truth labels.
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1. Introduction
Argument retrieval is a specific task that not only considers topical relevance of retrieved
documents to given queries (usually of controversial, argumentative, or opinion nature) but also
accounts for argument specific features like argument quality and stance [1, 2]. Furthermore,
it has been shown that current search engines might return biased results [3] and argument
retrieval systems return imbalanced pro / con arguments [4]. We especially emphasize the
importance of retrieving diverse results for comparative questions (e.g., “Train or plane? Which
is the better choice?”) that provide different point of views to mitigate biasing users’ decisions
towards one or the other comparison option.
Our Team Grimjack participated in the Touché shared task on Argument Retrieval for Comparative Questions which goals are: (1) To retrieve relevant and high quality argumentative
passages from a collection of 868 655 text passages to a set of 50 search topics and (2) to classify
the stance of the retrieved passages towards the comparison objects in search topics [5]. As part
of our participation in the task, we have developed a flexible retrieval pipeline in Python based
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on Pyserini [6] as an easily configurable command line application, which we release under a
free open source license.1 In the first step, our approach uses query (comparative questions from
topics’ titles) reformulation and expansion by important terms from topics’ descriptions and
narratives. Then the top-10 initially retrieved passages using query likelihood with Dirichlet
smoothing [7] are axiomatically re-ranked based on the number and position of premises, claims
(identified with TARGER [8]), and comparison objects, and argument quality predictions by the
IBM Debater API [9] and T0++ [10]. Finally, the pro and con argumentative passages towards
the compared objects are balanced in the final ranking by alternating documents of different
stance (cf. Section 3 for more details on the approach and submitted runs). We also submitted
our software using the TIRA platform [11]2 that automatically evaluates submitted approaches
and presents the results on a leaderboard.
Even though none of our runs (with query likelihood first-stage retrieval) outperform the
official BM25 baseline in terms of relevance and rhetorical quality, we observe that stance-based
re-ranking can slightly improve a ranking effectiveness while argument axiomatic re-ranking
with KwikSort does not change retrieval effectiveness. Our runs using query expansion
with the T0++ language model [10] should pose examples to discuss current doubts about the
usefulness of large zero-shot language models in the field of search and information retrieval [3]
as they are amongst the worst performing runs. For stance classification however, our T0-based
approach using zero-shot prompts yields promising results, even though we are unable to
directly compare it to other runs due to different test set coverage.

2. Related Work
Personal decision making often starts with formulating comparative questions like “Should I
major in philosophy or psychology?” [1, 2, 5]. Short direct answers (potentially biased) [12] to
such questions might be insufficient; instead, such questions require diverse opinions to provide
a sufficient, balanced, and argumentative overview [1]. The Touché shared task on Argument
Retrieval for Comparative Questions was proposed to evaluate retrieval approaches on a large
corpus with respect to relevance and rhetorical quality of potential answers to comparative
questions that also may represent different standpoints [5, 13].
The most effective approaches at previous Touché editions [1, 2] successfully used query
expansion with synonyms and antonyms [14], identified premises and claims in retrieved documents [15, 16], estimated argument quality [14], and re-ranked initially retrieved documents
based on argument quality and document “comparativeness”, e.g., a ratio of comparative adjectives [17]. Inspired by the participant approaches from the previous Touché editions, we also
include the components of argument mining and argument quality estimation in our retrieval
pipeline, however, using different methods. We rely on a large language model T0 trained in
multitask setting that showed to achieve state-of-the-art results for various Natural Language
Processing tasks in zero-shot settings [10]. The largest pretrained T0 variant, T0++, was trained
on 62 datasets with 12 task-specific prompts covering such tasks as question answering, sentiment analysis, summarization, etc. By using T0++, we aim for answering a question whether
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Figure 1: Architecture overview for the modular retrieval pipeline used to produce our runs. Dashed
boxes indicate optional steps, that are not used in all runs.

the abilities of large language models are sufficient for the new task of argument retrieval.
Our second idea of axiomatic re-ranking comes from axiomatic thinking in information
retrieval, where axioms formally describe constraints that good retrieval model should fulfil,
e.g., documents with more query term occurrences should be ranked higher Fang et al. [18].
It has already been shown that combining multiple axioms for re-ranking results of arbitrary
retrieval models can improve final overall retrieval effectiveness [19]. Complementing existing
retrieval axioms, Bondarenko et al. [20] introduced argumentativeness axioms based on claims
and premises in documents identified with TARGER [8].

3. Approach
We design the architecture of our argumentative retrieval system as a multi-step pipeline that
subsequently (re-)ranks, annotates, or modifies documents retrieved for each query with the
query likelihood with Dirichlet smoothing (𝜇 = 1 000). As shown in Figure 1, our proposed
pipeline consists of four main steps: (1) query expansion, reformulation, and combination,
(2) first-stage retrieval, (3) argument quality estimation and stance detection, and (4) axiomatic
re-ranking and stance-based re-ranking.

3.1. Query Expansion, Reformulation, and Combination
The first step of our retrieval pipeline is original query (task’s topic titles) reformulation and
expansion that aims for increasing a recall. For that, we use two different strategies: (1) replacing
the comparison objects with their synonyms (e.g., Ubuntu vs. Windows → Linux vs. Windows)

Table 1
Original queries (topic titles) provided by Touché and generated queries by T0++ [10] by prompting the
topic’s description (D) or narrative (N).
Topic

Original query

Field

Generated query

12

Train or plane? Which is
the better choice?

D
N

Travel
What are the benefits of trains over planes for intercontinental travel?

53

Should I buy steel or
ceramic knives?

D

Why should I choose ceramic knives over steel
knives?
What are the pros and cons of ceramic knives?

N
88

Should I major in
philosophy or psychology?

D
N

95

Which is more
environmentally friendly, a
hybrid or a diesel?

D
N

What is the difference between philosophy and psychology?
What are the benefits of a major in English or history?
What are the most environmentally friendly cars?
What is more environmentally friendly, a diesel or a
hybrid car?

and (2) generating additional, new queries exploiting the topics’ description and narrative
provided by the task organizers [5]. We then address the precision-recall trade-off by deploying
re-ranking steps by moving more relevant documents at the top of the ranking (cf. Section 3.4).
Query Reformulation with Synonyms. To find synonyms of comparison objects mentioned
in questions (search queries), we use two different strategies: (1) word embeddings and (2) a
zero-shot generation with pre-trained large language models. For the first strategy, we use
fastText word embeddings [21] from PyMagnitude3 to find the word with the highest cosine
similarity to the given comparison objects in the embedding space. We manually examine
synonyms from the fastText embeddings pre-trained on different corpora (e.g., Wikipedia and
Twitter) and find that the Twitter-based embeddings provide more accurate synonyms.
Our second strategy is based on the T0++ zero-shot language model [10]. We prompt the model
to generate an answer to the following question: What are synonyms of the word <token>?,
where <token> is one of the two original comparison objects. We then process the output by
splitting by commas and select the first term that is different from the original query term. With
the synonyms returned by either strategy, we replace the comparison objects to formulate new
question queries.
Query Reformulation with Topic Context. In the next step, we complement the expanded queries with two newly generated ones per topic taking into account the contextual information from the topic’s descriptions and narratives that contain important details
on the actual information. Using the Hugging Face Inference API [22], we prompt T0++
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with the following task: <text>. Extract a natural search query from this description., where <text> is either the topic’s narrative or description. In Table 1, we show the
examples of generated queries. Albeit some of the generated queries (e.g., topic 53) are just
reformulations of the original one, T0++ also generates potentially useful meaningful new
queries (e.g., topic 12).
Query Combination and Expansion. Finally, we combine up to 5 question queries (reformulated with synonyms, generated, and the original one, depending on the submitted run; cf.
Section 4) using a logical disjunction (Pyserini’s OR operator). We choose the logical disjunction
with the outlook on increasing the system’s recall and decreasing the chance of empty result
sets in the case that search terms are not present in the corpus.
In total we submitted 5 runs (retrieval results; cf. Section 4) to the task, in some of which we
use only the original query, and the expanded queries in the others to test the influence of the
query expansion and reformulation on the final ranking results.

3.2. Passage Retrieval
To retrieve passages from the task’s corpus, we first build an inverted index using the Pyserini
framework [6]. In the index, we store index term positions, passage vectors, and raw passage
contents. Index terms are stemmed using the Porter stemmer [23] and stop words are removed as
per the default Pyserini stopword list [6]. We then retrieve passages for the previously combined
query (cf. Section 3.1) using the query likelihood model with Dirichlet smoothing (𝜇 = 1 000).
From this first-stage ranker, we retrieve 100 candidate passages for each query.

3.3. Argument Tagging, Argument Quality and Stance Classification
After retrieving candidate passages, we tag the argumentative structure (premises and claims),
estimate argument quality, and detect the stance (whether the passage is pro first comparison
object, pro second, has neutral, or no stance.). This information is used in later steps of our
retrieval pipeline for re-ranking (cf. Section 3.4). We tag each passage’s argumentative structure
with the TARGER argument tagger [8] using the targer-api Python package4 .
To estimate the passage’s argument quality and detect the stance, we first split each passage
into sentences using the NLTK library [24]. Then each sentence is treated as one potential
argument; the quality score and stance for the whole passage is calculated by averaging the
quality or stance scores for all sentences in the passage.
Argument Quality Estimation. We use two different methods for assessing the argument
quality. Our first method is based on the IBM Debater API [9].5 The API then determines how
good the quality of each argument with regard to the topic is with a Bert-based [25] regression
classifier model trained on the IBM-ArgQ-6.3kArgs dataset. The API returns a quality score
ranging from 0 (low quality) to 1 (high quality).
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Table 2
Argument quality label and argument stance label mapping from textual tokens returned T0++ [10].
(a) Argument quality label mapping for the prompt (b) Argument stance label mapping for the prompts
How would you rate the readability and
Is this sentence pro <object>? (Pro) and
Is this sentence against <object>? (Con)
consistency in this sentence?.
given a single comparative object <object>.
Text Label
very good
good
bad
very bad

other

Text Label
Con

Value
1.00
0.75
0.25
0.00
0.50

Pro
yes
yes
no
no

/ pro
/ pro

other

yes
no
yes
no

/ con
/ con

other

Value
0
+1
-1
0
0

As a second method to obtain the argument quality we also use the T0++ model [10] and
prompt it to generate a text to the following task: <sentence>. How would you rate the
readability and consistency in this sentence? very good, good, bad, very bad,
where <sentence> is one of the passage sentences. We then map the models textual outputs to
numeric values using the mapping shown in Table 2a.
Stance Detection. Stance detection for each sentence uses the same conceptual approaches
but with different inputs and outputs. Since both the IBM Debater API [26] and T0++ [10] can
predict only a single-target stance (i.e., for one of the two comparison objects), we combine the
two single-target stance scores into a multi-target stance by taking the difference between the
stance towards the first object and the stance towards the second object. We also experimented
with different thresholds for the minimal difference between the single-target stances and found
a threshold of 0.125 to work well by manually examining some classified examples.
For scoring the single-target argument stance for a sentence with the IBM Debater API, we
again query the API with a sentence (argument) and a topic created using one of the comparison
objects The classifier [26] then computes an argument’s likelihood of being pro, con, or neutral
with respect to the topic (i.e., the comparison object in our pipeline) by first classifying a
sentiment and then detecting whether the topic’s and argument’s targets contradict each other.
The API then returns a score from from -1 (against the comparison object) to +1 (in favor).
By classifying different topics for each object (i.e., <object> is good and <object> is the
best), we determine an averaged single-target stance for each comparison object.
When using the T0++ for the stance detection, we first experiment with directly prompting
the model to output ‘pro’, ‘con’, or ‘neutral’ labels for the comparison objects. We formulate the
task as two simple questions passed to the model, one to determine whether the sentence has
a positive stance towards the comparison object and one to determine whether it has a negative stance: <sentence> Is this sentence pro <object>? yes or no and <sentence>
Is this sentence against <object>? yes or no, where <sentence> is one sentence of
the passage and <object> is one of the comparative objects. This results in two answers (yes

Table 3
Axioms used in our retrieval pipeline. An asterisk (⋆ ) indicates newly proposed axioms.
Name

Description

ArgUC [20]
QTArg [20]
QTPArg [20]
CompArg⋆
CompPArg⋆
aSLDoc [27]
ArgQ⋆

Prefer more argumentative units.
Prefer more query terms in argumentative units.
Prefer earlier query terms in argumentative units.
Prefer more comparative objects in argumentative units.
Prefer earlier comparative objects in argumentative units.
Prefer passages with 12–20 words per sentence.
Prefer higher argument quality.

or no) for the positive and negative stance respectively. We combine the two textual answers
using the mapping shown in Table 2b.

3.4. Axiomatic and Stance-based Re-rankers
Since recall of our retrieval system is increased by expanding and reformulating queries (cf.
Section 3.1), we seek to improve precision by re-ranking the top-10 passages from the first-stage
retrieval (cf. Section 3.2) using two different strategies that should rank more argumentative
and of higher quality passages also ensuring a balanced overview of the two comparison objects.
(1) We re-rank based on argumentativeness axioms, and (2) we re-rank based on the passages’
stances towards the comparison objects.
Argumentative Axiomatic Re-ranking. Ranking methods such as BM25 or query likelihood with Dirichlet smoothing do not capture the “argumentativeness” in text that is important
for argument retrieval [5]. Some approaches for at the TREC Common Core and Decision
tracks exploit task-specific, argumentativeness axioms to address the document argumentativeness [20, 27]. Axioms are constraints that define pairwise ranking preferences between
documents or passages. Because of the promising development in the field of axiomatic information retrieval [28], we re-rank the top-10 initially retrieved passages with the KwikSort
algorithm [19]. For axiomatic re-ranking, we compute preferences for 7 argumentativeness
axioms specified in Table 3. The axioms cover general argumentativeness (ArgUC), argumentative relevance (QTArg, QTPArg), comparative relevance (CompArg, CompPArg), and rhetorical
and argumentative quality (aSLDoc, ArgQ). We then combine the axioms in a majority voting scheme, i.e., we only keep preferences where at least 50 % of the 7 axioms agree, and fall
back to the original ranking order if less than 50 % of all axioms agree. Using the ir_axioms
framework [28],6 we then re-rank with the combined axiom.
Stance-based Re-ranking. We also implement a stance-based re-ranker to produce rankings
where the two conflicting stances (pro first comparison object and pro second comparison
object) are nearly equally present. For balancing the stances, we experiment with two different
6
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re-ranking strategies: (1) alternating stance and (2) balanced top-𝑘 stance. For the alternating
stance strategy, we split the result set into three lists: (1) with arguments in favor of the first
comparison object, (2) in favor of the second comparison object, and (3) neutral arguments
or arguments with no stance. We then alternately select passages from the first two lists. If
one or both lists are empty, we fall back to the neutral list. The balanced top-𝑘 stance strategy
is based on the original ranking. Here we count the number of passages in favor of the first
comparison object and the second comparison object in the top-𝑘 initially retrieved passages. If
the difference of these two values is greater than 1, we move the last passage from the majority
within the top-𝑘 ranking behind the first minority passage after the top-𝑘 ranking. This way,
passages of the underrepresented stance advance the ranking until the ranking is balanced in
the top-𝑘 positions. In initial experiments, however, we find the alternating stance strategy to be
more promising, because the balanced top-𝑘 stance strategy often lead to rankings containing
mostly neutral passages.

4. Submitted Runs
We submit five runs that use different components and strategies of our pipeline (cf. Section 3)
to the Touché second task. Instead of uploading generated run files, we deploy our retrieval
system as a working software on the TIRA platform [11].
Query Likelihood Baseline (Run 1). For our first run, we simply retrieve top-100 passages
ranked by query likelihood with Dirichlet smoothing [7] (𝜇 = 1000) for the original, unmodified
queries (topic titles) and tag argument stance by comparing sentiments for each object using
the IBM Debater API, treating a stance under a threshold of 0.125 as neutral.
Argument Axioms (Run 2). To produce our second run, we re-rank the top-10 passages
from the baseline result using KwikSort [28, 19] based on preferences from the argument
axioms as described in Section 3.4.
Stance-based Re-ranking with Argumentative Axioms (Run 3). Our third run also uses
argument axiomatic re-ranking after the baseline retrieval. However to ensure that the stances
towards both comparison objects are nearly equally represented in the result ranking, we apply
stance-based re-ranking with the alternating stance strategy as described in Section 3.4.
All You Need is T0 (Run 4). Large language models have recently found application in
many NLP tasks, web search, or retrieval. The trend of using large language models for solving
almost any task has also been criticized. For instance, Shah and Bender [3] highlight conceptual
flaws that question if such an extreme usage of not fully understood models is desirable when
implementing search for answers to real-life questions (e.g., in search engines).
In our fourth submitted run, we want test a language model’s T0++ zero-shot classification
abilities. First, we reformulate and generate and combine queries; final queries are an expansion
of the topic titles (cf. Section 3.1). We then retrieve 100 documents using query likelihood, and
use T0++ again to estimate argument quality and stance (cf. Section 3.3).

Table 4
Relevance results of selected runs submitted to Task 2: Argument Retrieval for Comparative Questions.
Reported are the mean nDCG@5 and the 95% confidence intervals for our runs, the best task’s run
result (team Captain Levi), and the official task baseline (Puss in Boots, in italics).
Team

Captain Levi [29]
Puss in Boots [5]
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack

Run

dense_initial_retr.
BM25-Baseline
Run 3
Run 2
Run 1
Run 5
Run 4

nDCG@5
Mean

Low

High

0.758
0.469
0.422
0.376
0.376
0.349
0.345

0.708
0.403
0.349
0.299
0.301
0.270
0.273

0.810
0.535
0.500
0.455
0.459
0.425
0.425

Argumentative Stance-based Re-ranking with T0 (Run 5). In our last run, we combine
most of the methods introduced in Section 3 to generate a ranking that is both as argumentative
as possible and equally represents argument stances, but also uses T0++ for query reformulation
and expansion. Here, we combine new queries generated by T0++ and reformulate queries by
replacing synonyms returned by T0++. However, we also use synonyms from the fastText [21]
embedding similarity method (cf. Section 3.1); final queries are an expansion of the topic
titles. The top-10 results of the 100 passages retrieved using query likelihood for the expanded
queries are then re-ranked based on the argumentativeness axioms and by alternating stance (cf.
Section 3.4).

5. Results
We evaluate our approach by effectiveness to retrieve relevant and high-quality passages and to
predict the correct stance towards the comparison objects, using manual judgments provided
by Touché. The task organizers asked human volunteers to label each document pooled from
all submitted runs at depth 5 with respect to relevance (0: not relevant, 1: relevant, 2: highly
relevant), rhetorical quality (0: low quality or not argumentative, 1: average quality, 2: high
quality), and stance (pro first object, pro second object, neutral, no stance).
The results for the relevance and quality effectiveness using nDCG@5 (Tables 4 and 5) show
that our baseline Run 1 using query likelihood with Dirichlet smoothing performs worse than
the BM25 baseline (Puss in Boots [5]). Since our other runs re-rank retrieved results from the
initial ranking, we compare our individual re-ranking strategies. Nonetheless, we acknowledge
that all of our submitted runs are outperformed by the BM25 baseline and other dense rankers’
results submitted to the shared task. The differences in nDCG@5 scores compared to our query
likelihood baseline indicate that axiomatic re-ranking (Run 2) can increase consistency with
argumentativeness axioms while retaining equal retrieval effectiveness. Unfortunately, query
expansion with T0++ slightly decreases nDCG@5 on average by about 3 p.p. for relevance
judgments and 2 p.p. for quality judgments. Stance-based re-ranking, however, can increase

Table 5
Quality results of selected runs submitted to Task 2: Argument Retrieval for Comparative Questions.
Reported are the mean nDCG@5 and the 95% confidence intervals for our runs, the best task’s run
result (team Aldo Nadi), and the official task baseline (Puss in Boots, in italics).
Team

Aldo Nadi [30]
Puss in Boots [5]
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack

Run

RF_reranked
BM25-Baseline
Run 3
Run 5
Run 2
Run 1
Run 4

nDCG@5
Mean

Low

High

0.774
0.476
0.403
0.365
0.363
0.363
0.344

0.719
0.400
0.331
0.290
0.289
0.287
0.266

0.828
0.553
0.478
0.445
0.442
0.443
0.428

Table 6
Stance detection results of selected runs submitted to Task 2: Argument Retrieval for Comparative
Questions. Reported are a macro-averaged F1 score and number of documents N where the predicted
stance has a ground-truth label for our runs, the best task’s run result (team Captain Levi), and the
official task baseline that always predicts ‘no stance’ (Puss in Boots, in italics). F1 score is computed for
all predicted stance labels with corresponding ground-truth labels (All) or only for the top-5 passages
per run (Top-5).
Team
Grimjack
Captain Levi [29]
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack
Grimjack
Puss In Boots [5]

Run
Run 4
dense_initial_retr.
Run 2
Run 1
Run 3
Run 5
Always-NO-Baseline

All
F1

N

0.313
0.301
0.207
0.207
0.207
0.199
0.158

1208
1688
1282
1282
1282
1180
1328

Top-5
F1
N
0.235
0.359
0.180
0.180
0.175
0.168
0.159

250
250
250
250
250
250
250

nDCG@5 by up to 5 p.p. for relevance judgments and by 4 p.p. for quality judgments. None of
our re-ranking stages could sufficiently compensate for the worse retrieval performance of the
initial query likelihood ranking.
For stance detection, we compare the T0-based stance classification approach with the best
competing team’s approach (Captain Levi, pre-trained RoBerta without fine-tuning) and the
baseline (Puss in Boots) that predicts the majority class (‘no stance’). In Table 6, we report a
macro-averaged F1 -score per run and per team as well as the number of documents 𝑁 for which
the predicted stance has a ground-truth label as provided by the task organizers. We observe
that since only the top-5 passages were pooled for manual judgments only a limited number of
predicted stance labels (e.g. 1208 for Run 4) can be used for evaluation, even though we predicted
the stance up to depth 100 (i.e. 5000 predicted stance labels per run). In this setting our Run 4 (i.e.
stance prediction using T0++; cf. Section 3.3) has the highest macro-averaged F1 -score of all

submitted runs to the task. However, due to the limited number of labels available for evaluation
and because the number of available labels differs across teams and runs, we cannot directly
compare different runs. For example, the 3 792 unjudged labels from Run 4 could be correctly
predicted (i.e., increasing F1 ) or incorrectly predicted (i.e., decreasing F1 ). As an alternative,
comparable measure, in the rightmost columns of Table 6, we report F1 -scores of predicted
stances of only the top-5 passages of each run. All 250 stance labels from the top-5 results of
each submitted run have corresponding ground-truth labels due to the organizers’ top-5 pooling
for manual judgment. When considering only the top-5 passages, our stance classification
approach using T0++ falls behind Team Captain Levi’s best performing approaches. However,
250 samples might also be an insufficient sample size to compare classifier performance. It is also
unclear how examining only top results affects the evaluation of classification performance.

6. Conclusion
In our approaches to retrieve relevant and high-quality argumentative passages that help
answer comparative questions, we combine query reformulation and expansion techniques
with axiomatic re-ranking exploiting argumentative structure and argument quality and stance.
Using the IBM Debater API and the T0++ language model, we showcase two state-of-the-art
approaches for argument quality estimation. We extend previous query expansion approaches
used in the Touché shared tasks by incorporating the contextual information provided in topics’
descriptions and narratives. To attain nearly equal exposure across argument stances in the
final ranking, we balance the pro and con arguments on top-10 ranks.
While none of our runs outperform the BM25 baseline in terms of nDCG@5 on relevance
and quality judgments, we find that axiomatic re-ranking and stance-based re-ranking can
slightly increase the effectiveness of the first-stage query likelihood ranking. This poses an
interesting direction for future work: applying our proposed re-ranking strategies to results
of other retrieval models, e.g., BM25. Since our run featuring query expansion with generated
texts by T0++ is the worst-performing in terms of relevance and rhetorical quality, we also
question the usefulness of large language models in early retrieval stages. Our results represent
additional motivation to investigate the effect of explainability on retrieval performance, as
recently questioned in the community.
Our approach to stance classification heuristically maps single-target stance classification
results to multi-target, and we were not able to find a satisfactory strategy to distinguish neutral
stance from passages without stance. Arguably, fine-tuning a multi-class neural classifier like
Bert on the stance dataset provided by Touché could possibly improve classification performance by directly predicting the multi-target stance. Our evaluation of F1 stance prediction
performance yields no clear winner as the participating teams predicted stance labels for different, potentially biased sub-sets of the document collection resulting in different test set
coverage. We encourage future work to reproduce and evaluate stance prediction approaches
of all participating teams on an independent test dataset.
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